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PETITION FOR ARBITRATION
WWC Holding Co., Inc. ("Western Wireless") hereby files this Petition with the Public
Service Commission of Utah ("Commission") to arbitrate the unresolved issues remaining after
negotiations for an interconnection agreement between Western Wireless and the independent
local exchange companies ("ILECs") listed on Exhibit 1, pursuant to UTAH CODE ANN. § 54-8b2.2 and Section 252 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-104, 110 Stat. 56
(1996) (codified at 47 U.S.C. § 151 et seq.) ("Act").
Western Wireless is a commercial mobile radio service ("CMRS") carrier providing
service in portions of Utah under the trade name CellularOne. Western Wireless holds licenses
to provide cellular telephone service in UT 3, UT 4, UT 5, and UT 6 Rural Service Areas
("RSAs") within the State of Utah. The negotiations with the ILECs, who were all represented

by common counsel, proceeded with the understanding that a standard interconnection
agreement would be used to govern interconnection between Western Wireless and the ILECs,
although each agreement could contain different rates or additional provisions as necessary to
address unique issues. Because all of the issues negotiated with the ILECs are the same and
negotiations were held with the ILECs' common attorney and no individual negotiations took
place between Western Wireless and the individual ILECs, a single Petition for Arbitration is
being filed.
Exhibit 2 is the Interconnection Agreement negotiated to date by Western and the ILECs,
setting forth the agreed-upon terms and conditions of service and identifying the unresolved
issues. Western Wireless has given notice of intent to negotiate, and by agreement of the parties,
under Section 252 of the Act, arbitration must be requested between March 31, 2003 and April
25, 2003.
PARTIES AND THEIR REPRESENTATIVES
Petitioner:

WWC Holding Co., Inc.
c/o Gene DeJordy, Vice President of Regulatory Affairs,
Ron Williams, Director-Industry Relations,
Nathan Glazier, Manager of Regulatory Affairs
3650 – 131st Avenue S.E.
Suite 400
Bellevue, Washington 98006
Telephone: 425-586-8736
Fax: 425-586-8118
Gene.DeJordy@WWireless.com
Ron.Williams@WWireless.com
Nathan.Glazier@WWireless.com
Matthew F. McNulty, III
Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0450
Telephone: 801-532-3333
Fax: 801-534-0058
mmcnulty@vancott.com
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Mark J. Ayotte
Philip R. Schenkenberg
Briggs and Morgan, P.A.
2200 First National Bank Building
332 Minnesota Street
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101
Telephone: 651-223-6600
Fax: 651-223-6540
mayotte@briggs.com
pschenkenberg@briggs.com
Respondents: The companies listed in Exhibit 1 have been jointly represented by:
Jerry Fenn
Blackburn & Stoll
77 West 200 South, Suite 400
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone: 801-521-7900
Fax: 801-521-7965
jfenn@blackburn-stoll.com

SUMMARY OF THE NEGOTIATION HISTORY
Western Wireless and the subject ILECs commenced negotiations of an interconnection
agreement in the year 2001 to govern the transport and termination of telecommunications traffic
between Western Wireless and the ILECs. Jerry Fenn, the attorney for the ILECs, acknowledged
Western Wireless’ request for negotiation of an interconnection agreement and the two parties
began discussing issues related to the agreement. Western Wireless provided the ILECs with a
proposed interconnection agreement for their consideration.

This agreement became the

foundation for further discussions and as negotiations continued, the parties exchanged proposed
edits and amendments to the draft agreement and identified and discussed important provisions
of the agreement.
Discussions continued into 2002 with the parties agreeing to extend negotiations and the
arbitration window until June 7, 2002. During the course of further negotiations, the window
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available for either party to file for arbitration was extended an additional fifteen times by both
party’s mutual agreement in writing.

Generally, each agreement to extend the negotiating

window was for a period of an additional few weeks or 30 days. The last agreement to extend
the window for arbitration provided that either party could file for arbitration between March 31
and April 25, 2003.
On April 3, 2003, in an attempt to resolve the remaining outstanding interconnection
issues and avoid arbitration, representatives from Western Wireless traveled to Salt Lake City,
Utah to personally meet with Mr. Fenn and representatives of the ILECs. Unfortunately, the
parties were not able to overcome the unresolved issues and therefore this Petition for Arbitration
is filed with the Commission.

ISSUES TO BE ARBITRATED
The Act and the FCC's rules establish interconnection and reciprocal compensation
obligations on the ILECs and other telecommunications carriers and define the standards that
apply to interconnection arbitration proceedings. In particular, the following sections of the Act
and FCC rules govern the interconnection arrangements between the ILECs and Western
Wireless:
•

Section 251(a) of the Act requires all telecommunications carriers, including both CMRS
carriers and local exchange companies, "to interconnect directly or indirectly with the
facilities and equipment of other telecommunications carriers."

•

Section 251(b)(5) of the Act imposes on the ILECs the "duty to establish reciprocal
compensation arrangements for the transport and termination of telecommunications."

•

Section 252(d)(2)(A) of the Act provides that "for the purposes of compliance by
incumbent local exchange carriers with section 251(b)(5), a State commission shall not
consider the terms and conditions for reciprocal compensation to be just and reasonable
unless (i) such terms and conditions provide for the mutual and reciprocal recovery by
each carrier of costs associated with the transport and termination on each carrier's
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network facilities of calls that originate on the network facilities of the other carrier, and
(ii) such terms and conditions determine such costs on the basis of a reasonable
approximation of the additional costs of terminating such calls."
•

FCC Rule 20.11(a) provides that "a local exchange carrier must provide the type of
interconnection reasonably requested by a mobile service licensee or carrier, within a
reasonable time after the request, unless such interconnection is not technically feasible
or economically reasonable."

•

FCC Rule 20.11(b)(1) requires that "a local exchange carrier shall pay reasonable
compensation to a commercial mobile radio service provider in connection with
terminating traffic that originates on facilities of the local exchange carrier."

•

FCC Rule 51.207 requires that “a LEC shall permit telephone exchange service
customers within a local calling area to dial the same number of digits to make a local
telephone call notwithstanding the identity of the customer’s or the called party’s
telecommunications service provider.

•

FCC Rule 51.701(e) defines the reciprocal compensation required by the Act to mean an
arrangement "in which each of the two carriers receives compensation from the other
carrier for the transport and termination on each carrier's network facilities of
telecommunications traffic that originates on the network facilities of the other carrier."

•

FCC Rule 51.701(b) imposes reciprocal compensation obligations on
"telecommunications traffic between a LEC and a CMRS provider that, at the beginning
of the call, originates and terminates within the same Major Trading Area, as defined in
§ 24.202(a) of this chapter."

•

FCC Rule 51.703(a) states that "each LEC shall establish reciprocal compensation
arrangements for transport and termination of telecommunications traffic with any
requesting telecommunications carrier."

•

FCC Rule 51.703(b) provides that "a LEC may not assess charges on any other
telecommunications carrier for telecommunications traffic that originates on the LEC's
network."

•

The FCC has forbidden the imposition of access charges as compensation for the
transport and termination of telecommunications traffic subject to reciprocal
compensation: "We reiterate that traffic between an incumbent LEC and a CMRS
network that originates and terminates within the same MTA (defined based on the
parties' locations at the beginning of the call) is subject to transport and termination rates
under section 251(b)(5), rather than interstate or intrastate access charges." Local
Competition Order, CC Docket 96-98, First Report and Order, ¶ 1043, 11 FCC Rcd
15499 (1996).

•

FCC Rule 51.711(a) provides:
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Rates for transport and termination of telecommunications traffic
shall be symmetrical, except as provided in paragraphs (b) and (c)
of this section.
(1)
For purposes of this subpart, symmetrical rates are rates
that a carrier other than a incumbent LEC assesses upon an
incumbent
LEC
for
transport
and
termination
of
telecommunications traffic equal to those that the incumbent LEC
assesses upon the other carrier for the same services.
•

FCC Rule 51.711(a)(3) provides:
Where the switch of a carrier other than the incumbent LEC serves
a geographical area comparable to the area served by the
incumbent LEC's tandem switch, the appropriate rate for the
carrier other than the incumbent LEC is the incumbent LEC's
tandem interconnection rate.
In spite of these federal mandates, the ILECs have insisted throughout the negotiation of

an interconnection agreement that they do not have an obligation to pay reciprocal compensation
for land-to-mobile traffic that originates and terminates within the same MTA. The ILECs also
have not proposed transport and termination rates that comply with the FCC's pricing standards.
In addition, there are other miscellaneous issues that remain unresolved.
Unresolved Issue 1 (Effective Date): What is the appropriate effective date of an arbitrated
Interconnection Agreement?
Throughout negotiations, the parties have discussed what date should serve as the
effective date for a negotiated agreement. The ILECs have asserted that they are due back
compensation for traffic terminated prior to the execution of the agreement. Western believes
each party benefited from the mutual exchange and termination of traffic and that traffic was
governed by a bill-and-keep arrangement. Although the parties were free to an effective date of
a negotiated agreement, an arbitrated interconnection agreement is final and effective only upon
approval by the Commission under 47 U.S.C. § 252(b).

The Commission does not have

retroactive ratemaking authority to set an effective date prior to the conclusion of this arbitration
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proceeding. The Commission should order that the final approved agreement will be effective
upon approval and deny any request for retroactive ratemaking.
Unresolved Issue No. 2 (Scope of Reciprocal Compensation Obligations): What traffic is
subject to reciprocal compensation in accordance with the FCC's rules?
The Act and the FCC rules require all telecommunications carriers to negotiate
arrangements

for

reciprocal

telecommunications traffic.

compensation

for

the

transport

and

termination

of

Section 51.701(b)(2) of the FCC rules defines the term

"telecommunications traffic" to mean "traffic exchanged between a LEC and a CMRS provider
that, at the beginning of the call, originates and terminates within the same Major Trading Area."
51 C.F.R. § 701(b)(2). The ILECs agree that mobile-to-land traffic that originates within the
same MTA is subject to reciprocal compensation, but take the position that they should pay
reciprocal compensation only when land-to-mobile traffic both originates and terminates within
their local calling scope, not the MTA. If land-to-mobile traffic originates or terminates outside
an ILEC's local calling scope, then the ILECs claim a right to charge switched access rates. The
ILECs' position is contrary to FCC rules governing reciprocal compensation.
Under FCC Rule 51.701(b)(2), the MTA determines what traffic is subject to reciprocal
compensation. The FCC has reiterated this MTA requirement in its Local Competition Order:
"We reiterate that traffic between an incumbent LEC and a CMRS network that originates and
terminates within the same MTA (defined based on the parties' locations at the beginning of the
call) is subject to transport and termination rates under section 251(b)(5), rather than interstate or
intrastate access charges." Local Competition Order, CC Docket 96-98, First Report and Order,
¶ 1043, 11 FCC Rcd 15499 (1996). The Commission should resolve this issue by ordering that
all traffic originated and terminated within an MTA is subject to reciprocal compensation.
Unresolved Issue No. 3 (Delivery of Land-To-Mobile Traffic): What obligations do the
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ILECs have to deliver traffic subject to reciprocal compensation to Western Wireless'
network?
Issue No. 3a: Are the ILECs prohibited from collecting access charges from any
telecommunications carrier on land-to-mobile calls that originate and terminate in
the same MTA?
Today, ILEC customers are restricted from local dialing to some Western Wireless
numbers.

In certain instances, ILEC customers are charged long distance fees for intraMTA

calling to a Western Wireless number and some ILEC customers can make land-to-mobile
intraMTA calls only by using the services of their presubscribed interexchange carrier. In order
for ILEC customers to make local calls to Western Wireless numbers, the ILECs require Western
Wireless to establish NPA/NXX within an ILEC’s rate center. It is inefficient for Western
Wireless to physically establish NPA/NXX in each and every ILEC rate center. The ILECs are
collecting access charges on intraMTA traffic to Western Wireless numbers, and ILEC
customers are paying per-minute usage charges or long distance rates. However, FCC Rule
51.703(b) prohibits an ILEC from collecting charges from any carrier for intraMTA land-tomobile traffic. FCC rules require an ILEC to deliver intraMTA land-to-mobile calls to the
CMRS carrier's network without charge. The Commission should therefore order that land-tomobile intraMTA traffic is subject to the payment of reciprocal compensation by the ILECs to
Western Wireless, and that ILEC customers should not incur toll charges for land-to-mobile
intraMTA traffic (nor should ILECs collect access charges for land-to-mobile intraMTA traffic).
Issue No. 3b: If Western Wireless establishes a direct connection with an ILEC,
should the ILEC deliver all land-to-mobile intraMTA traffic to Western Wireless
over those direct facilities?
As discussed above, the ILECs have the obligation to deliver intraMTA calls to Western
Wireless within the MTA without charge. If Western Wireless establishes a direct connection
with an ILEC, the ILEC should deliver all intraMTA traffic to Western Wireless over those
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facilities. The ILECs take the position that traffic to Western Wireless’ NPA/NXXs should be
toll calls subject to access charges, and that their customers are required to utilize an
interexchange carrier for delivery of this traffic to Western Wireless.
Unresolved Issue No. 4 (Rates For Reciprocal Compensation): What rates should be
adopted for the transport and termination of intraMTA traffic consistent with 47 U.S.C. §
252(d)(2) and FCC Rule 51.705?
The applicable statutes and rules require that rates for transport and termination of
telecommunications traffic be reciprocal and symmetrical. 47 C.F.R. § 51.711. Rates for the
transport and termination of telecommunications traffic must be set based on: 1) the forward
looking costs of transport and termination on the ILEC's network, 2) default proxy rates, or 3)
bill-and-keep. 47 C.F.R. § 51.705. If forward-looking rates are established, those rates apply
reciprocally – i.e., Western Wireless charges the ILEC the same rates for termination of land-tomobile intraMTA traffic as the ILEC charges Western Wireless for termination of mobile-to-land
intraMTA traffic. Section 252(d)(2)(A) of the Act provides that:
for the purposes of compliance by incumbent local exchange
carriers with section 251(b)(5), a State commission shall not
consider the terms and conditions for reciprocal compensation to
be just and reasonable unless (i) such terms and conditions provide
for the mutual and reciprocal recovery by each carrier of costs
associated with the transport and termination on each carrier's
network facilities of calls that originate on the network facilities of
the other carrier, and (ii) such terms and conditions determine such
costs on the basis of a reasonable approximation of the additional
costs of terminating such calls. (emphasis added).
Today, Western Wireless exchanges traffic with some of the ILECs under previouslynegotiated voluntary agreements containing rates that are not based upon the ILECs' "additional
costs of terminating" traffic.

In this arbitration, however, the Commission must establish

reciprocal compensation arrangements consistent with the statutory mandate of Section
252(d)(2)(A). The current negotiations have not been based on rates that are the product of
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ILEC cost studies. During these negotiations, the ILECs have offered only their existing rates,
and have not justified those rates based on any standards in the Act or the FCC's Rules. The
ILECs do not rely on a forward-looking cost study, and have not attempted to show that their
rates represent the additional costs of transporting and terminating telecommunications traffic.
In this arbitration proceeding, the ILECs have the burden of establishing forward-looking rates
based upon the “additional costs of terminating” traffic. Until the ILECs can establish forwardlooking rates consistent with the pricing standards in the Act, the existing bill-and-keep
compensation mechanism should apply to the exchange of all intraMTA traffic. Bill-and-keep
arrangements are envisioned by the Act and the FCC rules and would constitute an appropriate
and lawful arrangement for the reciprocal compensation.
Unresolved Issue No. 5 (Symmetrical Compensation at a Tandem Rate): Is Western
Wireless entitled to be compensated at the tandem interconnection rate as required by 47
C.F.R. § 51.711(a) if its switch serves an area greater than the geographical area served by
the ILECs' tandem switch?
It is unclear at this time whether the ILEC’s network topography includes tandem
switching and transport for the termination of CMRS traffic. However, if it is established in this
proceeding that the termination of Western Wireless’ traffic results in the ILECs’ incurring
tandem switching and transport costs, then, under the FCC rules, Western Wireless is likewise
entitled to be compensated at the tandem compensation rate. In implementing the statutory
mandate that transport and termination rates must be based upon a reasonable approximation of
the "additional costs" of terminating traffic, the FCC promulgated rules establishing symmetrical
reciprocal compensation rates for the transport and termination of local traffic. FCC Rule
51.711(a) provides:
Rates for transport and termination of telecommunications traffic
shall be symmetrical, except as provided in paragraphs (b) and (c)
of this section.
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(1) For purposes of this subpart, symmetrical rates are rates that a
carrier other than a incumbent LEC assesses upon an incumbent
LEC for transport and termination of telecommunications traffic
equal to those that the incumbent LEC assesses upon the other
carrier for the same services.
47 C.F.R. § 51.711(a). Recognizing that a competitive carrier may serve a geographical area
equal to or greater than the area served by an ILEC, the FCC adopted a rule that requires a
competitive carrier to be compensated at the ILEC's tandem interconnection rate even if
interconnection (and the compensation to the ILEC) is at an ILEC's end office:
Where the switch of a carrier other than the incumbent LEC serves
a geographical area comparable to the area served by the
incumbent LEC's tandem switch, the appropriate rate for the
carrier other than the incumbent LEC is the incumbent LEC's
tandem interconnection rate.
47 C.F.R. § 51.711(a)(3).
To this point, the ILECs have failed to propose separate rates for "tandem" or Type 2A
interconnection, versus "end office" or Type 2B interconnection. Separate Type 2A and Type
2B rates are required under the FCC's rules. If a Type 2A rate is established for any particular
ILEC, Western Wireless is entitled to be compensated at that rate on all land-to-mobile calls
because its switch serves a geographical area equal to or greater than the area served by any of
the ILECs' tandem switches.
Accordingly, if bill-and-keep is not adopted, Western Wireless is entitled to collect from
the ILECs the full Type 2A tandem rate, which consists of the tandem switching, tandem
transport, and local switching, for all land-to-mobile traffic subject to reciprocal compensation.
Unresolved Issue No. 6 (Rates for Interconnection Facilities): What rates and reciprocal
compensation credit should apply to ILEC interconnection facilities used for the transport
and termination of local traffic in Type 1, Type 2B and Type 2A interconnection
arrangements between an ILEC and Western Wireless?
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During negotiations, the ILECs proposed that interconnection facilities be purchased out
of intrastate tariffs. Under FCC rules, the ILECs are required to price interconnection facilities
for CMRS providers at the lowest rates that are economically reasonable. 47 C.F.R. § 20.11(a).
The ILECs' proposed intrastate tariffed rates do not meet that standard.
The parties also disagree as to the way in which Western Wireless and an ILEC will share
the cost of two-way trunks.

As provided for under the FCC rules, the cost of two-way

interconnection facilities should be shared by the parties either equally or based upon a
percentage determined by each party’s relative use of the interconnection facilities.
Unresolved Issue No. 7 (Tandem Routed Local Calling): Whether Western Wireless may
establish local telephone numbers in its service area and within an ILEC's local calling
area without physically establishing interconnection facilities in an ILEC’s local calling
area?
Western Wireless is licensed to provide wireless service within much of the ILECs'
certificated areas. To best serve customers in Utah, Western Wireless may need to establish
local telephone numbers in each landline rate center. This can be established by the ILECs
recognizing their legal obligation to provide reciprocal compensation for all land-to-mobile
intraMTA traffic as explained in Unresolved Issue No. 2, or by allowing Western Wireless to
establish local NPA/NXXs in ILEC rate centers without direct interconnection facilities. The
ILECs claim that local NPA/NXXs can only be established through direct interconnection
facilities to ILEC end offices, which would be a terribly inefficient interconnection network
architecture for carriers. To best serve the public interest, Western Wireless must be able to
obtain numbers which would be rated as local to an ILEC end office without establishing a direct
connection. This would simply require the ILEC to program its switch to recognize the calls as
local, and to send those calls to Western Wireless' point of interconnection at the nearest Qwest
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tandem switch. By establishing these local numbers, land-to-mobile calls would be efficiently
routed, and landline customers would not incur unnecessary toll usage charges.
Unresolved Issue No. 8 (Dialing Parity): Whether Western Wireless' numbers rated out
of an ILEC end office receive the same dialing treatment as other numbers within that
local calling area or extended area service area?
In certain situations, the ILECs are treating Western Wireless numbers rated out of an
ILEC’s end office differently than the ILECs are treating other numbers within the local calling
area or extended area service area. For example, in Manti, customers of Manti Telephone
Company cannot dial locally Western Wireless’ local numbers. Manti customers are charged toll
charges to call Western Wireless’ Manti customers, which is a classic case of unreasonable
discrimination against wireless numbers.
Unresolved Issue No. 9 (Procedure for Renegotiation): What procedure should apply if a
Party seeks to renegotiate the Agreement at the end of a term?
The procedures for renegotiating an agreement are simple. An agreement is valid for the
established term, and either party may terminate the agreement by giving sufficient notice to the
other party. Western Wireless proposes automatic one-month renewals after the initial term of
the agreement until either party moves to terminate the agreement. The ILECs object to this
procedure.
Unresolved Issue No. 10 (Other Terms and Conditions): Whether the terms and conditions
of an interconnection agreement proposed by Western Wireless are fair, reasonable, and
consistent with the interconnection requirements of the Act and the FCC rules?
Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is the Interconnection Agreement negotiated by the Parties
containing agreed-upon items and language and the disputed language.

Western Wireless

requests that the Commission adopt its language and reject the language proposed by the ILECs.
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REQUEST FOR RELIEF
Western Wireless respectfully requests that the Commission:
1.

Arbitrate the unresolved issues between Western Wireless and the ILECs;

2.

Issue an Order approving the Agreement attached hereto, to be effective upon

approval by the Commission, modified to reflect Western Wireless' position with respect to the
unresolved issues; and
3.

Issue such other orders as are just and proper.
Respectfully submitted this_____ day of April, 2003.

Matthew F. McNulty, III
Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0450
Telephone: 801-532-3333
Fax: 801-534-0058
mmcnulty@vancott.com
Mark J. Ayotte, Esq.
Philip R. Schenkenberg, Esq.
BRIGGS AND MORGAN, P.A.
2200 First National Bank Building
332 Minnesota Street
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101
Telephone No. (651) 223-6600
Attorneys for Petitioner
WWC Holding Co., Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF HAND DELIVERY
I hereby certify that on the ____ day of April, 2003, a true and correct copy of the above
and foregoing was hand delivered, to:
Jerry Fenn, Esq.
Blackburn & Stoll
77 West 200 South, Suite 400
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone: 801-521-7900
Fax: 801-521-7965
jfenn@blackburn-stoll.com

_____________________________
Matthew F. McNulty, III
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Exhibit 1 to WWC Petition for Arbitration
INDEPENDENT COMPANY

South Central Utah Telecommunications Association, Inc.
Emery Telephone
Carbon/Emery Telcom, Inc.
Hanksville Telcom, Inc.
Manti Telephone Company
Gunnison Telephone Company
UBTA Communications
UBET Telecom, Inc.
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Exhibit 2 to WWC Petition for Arbitration
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INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT
This Interconnection Agreement (the “Agreement”) is entered into by and between
______________________ (“Telco”) and WWC Holding Co., Inc. (“Western Wireless”) in its
capacity as a authorized provider of two-way commercial mobile radio service (“CMRS”) (Telco
and Western Wireless being referred to collectively as the “Parties” and individually as a
“Party”) and is effective as of January 1, 2002___________________. [Issue: Effective Date
of the Agreement]
Issue

Western Wireless Position

Telco Position

Effective Date

The agreement should be effective
upon approval by the State
Commission.

The agreement should be effective as
of January 1, 2002.

ARTICLE I
SCOPE AND INTENT OF AGREEMENT
Pursuant to this Agreement, each PartyEmery will extend certain arrangements to the
other PartyWestern Wireless within the State of Utah for purposes of interconnection,
compensation arrangements and the exchange of traffic between their respective end user
customers. This Agreement will be submitted to the Utah Public Service Commission (“Utah
PSC”) for approval. The Parties agree that their entrance into this Agreement is without
prejudice to any positions they may have taken previously, or may take in the future, in any
legislative, regulatory, judicial or other public forum addressing any matters, including matters
related to the same types of arrangements covered in this Agreement. This Agreement does not
obligate either Party to provide arrangements not specifically provided for herein.
ARTICLE II
DEFINITIONS
1.

General Definitions. Except as otherwise specified herein, the following definitions shall apply to all
Articles contained in this Agreement. Additional definitions that are specific to the matters covered in a
particular Article may appear in that Article.
A.

An “Affiliate” of a Party means a person, corporation or other legal entity that, directly or
indirectly, owns or controls a Party, or is owned or controlled by, or is under common
ownership or control with a Party. For purposes of this definition, the term “own” means to
have a majority ownership interest in, or have voting control of a majority of the ownership
interests in, such corporation or other legal entity.

B.

“Automatic Number Identification” or “ANI” means a signaling parameter which refers to the
number transmitted through the network identifying the calling party.

C.

“Business Day” means Monday through Friday, except for holidays on which Utah State
government offices are closed.
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D.

“Commercial Mobile Radio Services” or “CMRS” has the same meaning as that term is defined
in 47 C.F.R. §20.3 of the Rules and Regulations of the Federal Communications Commission in
effect at the time of this Agreement.

E.

“Commission” or “Utah PSC” shall mean the Utah Public Service Commission.

E.F.

“CLLI Codes” means Common Language Location Identifier Codes.

F.G.

“DS-0" is a facility that provides service that provides one channel of communications service,
out of a possible of 24, on a T-1 facility.

G.H.

“DS-1" is a facility that provides a service that has a digital signal rate of 1.544 Mbps.

H.I.

“DS-3" is a facility that provides a service that has a digital signal rate of 44.736 Mbps.

I.J.

“FCC” means the Federal Communications Commission.

J.K.

“Interconnection,” when used in this Agreement, means the physical connection, either directly
or indirectly, of two networks for the interchange of traffic between the Parties.

L.

“IXC” or “Interexchange Carrier” means a telecommunications service provider authorized by
the FCC to provide interstate or intrastate long distance communications services between two
states, or two local exchanges. “IXC” or “Interexchange Carrier” means a telecommunications
carrier that provides toll telephone service, as the latter term is defined in the Act.“Landline
Local Service” means local exchange or exchange access service in which the connection
between an end user’s premises and the first switch through which an originating call traverses
is provided by means of copper wires or another tangible transmission medium, as opposed to
service using radio waves to provide that connection.

M.

“LEC” or “Local Exchange Carrier” has the same meaning as that term is used in 47 U.S.C.
§153(26).

N.

“Local Exchange Routing Guide” or “LERG” means the Bellcore reference customarily used to
identify NPA-NXX routing and homing information.“Local Loop” means a transmission facility
between a distribution frame (or its equivalent) in Emery’s central office and an end user
customer premises.

P.O.

“Local Traffic” means traffic exchanged between the CMRS Provider and a LEC that, at the
beginning of the call, originates and terminates within the same MTA. “Local Traffic” for
purposes of this Agreement is defined as follows: Emery’s certificated local exchange territory,
including its Extended Area Service boundaries. [Issue to Resolve - What is the definition of
Local Traffic. WWC proposes the following: “Local Traffic” is defined for purposes under
this Agreement as telecommunications traffic that originates and terminates within the same
Major Trading Area (“MTA”), as defined by the FCC’s rules. “Non-Local Traffic” is defined as
all traffic that is not Local Traffic.]

P.

“Mobile Switching Center” [include definition] “Mobile Switching Center” or “MSC” means a
CMRS Provider’s facilities and related equipment used to route, transport and switch
commercial mobile radio service traffic to and from and among its end Users and other
telecommunications carriers.

Q.

“NANP” means the “North American Numbering Plan”, the system of telephone numbering
employed in the United States, Canada, and the Caribbean countries that employ area codes.
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R.

“Non-Local Traffic” for purposes of this Agreement is defined as follows: Any traffic that
originates and terminates in two different Major Trading Areas (“MTA”), as defined by the
FCC’s rules.

S.

“Number Plan Area” or “NPA” is also sometimes referred to as an area code. This is the three
digit indicator which is defined by the “A”, “B”, and “C” digits of each 10-digit telephone
number within the NANP. Each NP contains 800 possible NXX Codes. There are two general
categories of NP, “Geographic NPAs” and “Non-Geographic NPAs”. A Geographic NPA is
associated with a defined geographic area, and all telephone numbers bearing such NP are
associated with services provided within that geographic area. A Non-Geographic NP, also
known as a “Service Access Code” or “SAC Code” is typically associated with a specialized
telecommunications service which may be provided across multiple geographic NPA areas.
800, 900, 700, and 888 are examples of Non-Geographic NPAs.

T.

“NXX”, “NXX Code”, and “Central Office Code” or “CO Code” is the three digit switch entity
indicator which is defined by the “D”, “E”, and “F” digits of a 10-digit telephone number within
the NANP. Each NXX Code contains approximately 10,000 station numbers.

U.

“POI” means Point of Interconnection

V. “Subsidiary” of a Party means a corporation or other legal entity that is majority owned by such
Party.
W. “Tandem” [include definition] “Tandem” means A switching system that provides a concentration
and distribution function for originating or terminating traffic between end offices, other
tandems and Third Party Providers’.
W.X.

2.

“Termination” means the switching of traffic at the terminating carrier’s end office
switch or equivalent facility, and delivery of such traffic to the called party’s premises.

Other definitions. Any terms used in this agreement that are not specifically defined herein shall have the
definitions assigned to them (if any) in the Communications Act of 1934, as amended. Any terms used in
this Agreement that are not defined herein or in the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, shall be
interpreted in light of their ordinary meaning and usage, including any special or technical meaning or
usage which such terms may have within the telecommunications industry.

ARTICLE III
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Except as may otherwise be set forth in a particular Article or Appendix of this
Agreement, in which case the provisions of such Article or Appendix shall take precedence,
these General Provisions apply to all Articles and Appendices of this Agreement.
3.1.

Amendments. Any amendment, modification, or supplement to this Agreement must be in writing and
signed by an authorized representative of each Party. The term “this Agreement” shall include future
amendments, modifications, and supplements.

4.2.

Assignments. Any assignment by either Party of any right, obligation, or duty, in whole or in part, or of
any interest, without the written consent of the other Party shall be void, except that either Party may assign
all of its rights, and delegate its obligations, liabilities and duties under this Agreement, either in whole or
in part, to any entity that is, or that was immediately preceding such assignment, a Subsidiary or Affiliate of
that Party without consent, but with written notification. The effectiveness of an assignment shall be
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conditioned upon the assignee’s written assumption of the rights, obligations, and duties of the assigning
Party.
5.3.

Audits. Either Party may conduct an audit of the other Party’s books and records, no more frequently than
once per 6 month period, to verify the other Party’s compliance with the billing, compensation, traffic
exchange and termination and facilities provisions of this Agreement, including but not limited to
requesting traffic survey audits. Any audit shall be performed (a) following at least 60 days prior written
notice to the audited Party; (b) subject to the reasonable scheduling requirements and limitations of the
audited Party; (c) at the auditing Party’s sole cost and expense; (d) limited to the usage reports or billing
data rendered to the customer; (e) in a manner so as not to interfere with the audited Party’s business
operations; and (f) in compliance with the audited Party’s security rules. Audit findings may be applied
retroactively for no more than 12 months from the date the audit began, such date being the earlier of the
date of an audit opening meeting or the date on which the first request for information is received by the
audited Party.

6.4.

Authority. Each person whose signatures appears on this Agreement represents and warrants that he or she
has authority to bind the Party on whose behalf he or she has executed this Agreement.

7.5.

Authorization.

5.1
By Telco. Telco is a Utah corporation duly organized, validly existing
and in good standing and has full power and authority to execute and deliver this
Agreement and to perform its obligations hereunder, subject to any necessary
regulatory approval.
5.2
By Western Wireless. Western Wireless is a company duly organized,
validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of Delaware and
has full power and authority to execute and deliver this Agreement and to perform
its obligations hereunder, subject to any necessary regulatory approval.
6.

Billing and Payment.

7.
Billing. Charges provided for in Appendix A shall be billed monthly. Parties agree to pay all charges
specified in Appendix A within thirty (30) calendar days of the bill date as printed on the face of the bill. Parties
shall not bill for services provided pursuant to this Agreement more than twelve (12) months prior to the date of the
bill unless written notification of a billing problem with respect to such services has been provided. In those
circumstances, back billing shall be limited to twelve (12) months prior to the date Parties were notified in writing of
the billing problem.

7.1
Traffic Factor. If reciprocal compensation is not established on a bill and
keep basis, then until such time as Western Wireless implements direct billing for
reciprocal compensation, the monthly minutes of use terminated into Western
Wireless’ network from the Telco for purposes of this Agreement, which will
determine the reciprocal compensation credit due Western Wireless, will be
calculated by dividing the total monthly local minutes of use of Western Wireless
delivered from Western Wireless’ network for termination into Telco’s network
by a factor of _______ and then multiplying the resulting total by _______, which
will determine the minutes of use terminated onto Western Wireless’ network.
The minutes of use shall then be multiplied by the local transport and termination
rate to determine the monthly reciprocal compensation credit. The reciprocal
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compensation credit for the local transport and termination will appear on the
monthly bill as a credit against amounts due and payable from Western Wireless
to Telco. The reciprocal compensation credit will continue to be used by Telco
until such time as Western Wireless has the capability to accurately record and
bill monthly minutes of use terminated into Western Wireless’ network from
Telco. In the event that one of the Parties cannot directly measure the amount of
traffic that is being sent to the other Party, a traffic factor will be used to calculate
the amount of traffic being sent between the two companies.
8.2
Charges for Prior Services. Western Wireless agrees to pay the costs
incurred by Emery for the termination of traffic in the Emery local exchange
territory which has occurred in the twelve (12) months prior to the effective date
of this Agreement based on average traffic patterns. [Issue: Payment for
termination of past traffic - depends on effective date of Agreement]
7.2
Dispute. If either Party disputes a billing statement, that Party shall notify
the other Party in writing regarding the nature and the basis of the dispute within
sixty (60) days of the statement date or the dispute shall be waived. Telco and
Western Wireless shall diligently work toward resolution of all billing issues. In
any event the disputed amount shall be paid (or credit applied) in accordance with
this Section pending resolution of such dispute.
7.3
Late Payment Charges. If any undisputed amount due on the billing
statement is not received on the payment due date, Telco may charge, and
Western Wireless agrees to pay, a one-time penalty not to exceed 5% on the
delinquent balance plus interest on the outstanding balance at an interest rate of
one and one-half (1 ½ ) percent per month. In the case of a disputed amount, if
the dispute is resolved such that payment is required, the Non-paying Party shall
pay the disputed amounts with interest at the greater of (i) one and one-half
percent (1-1/2%) per month or (ii) the highest rate of interest that may be charged
under Utah's applicable law. In addition, the Billing Party may cease terminating
traffic for the Non-paying Party after undisputed amounts not paid become more
than 90 days past due, provided the Billing Party gives an additional 30 days
written notice and opportunity to cure the default.. Late payment charges shall be
included on the next statement.
7.4
Upon termination or expiration of this Agreement in accordance with this
Section:
(a) Each Party shall comply immediately with its obligations as set forth
above;
(b) Each Party shall promptly pay all amounts (including any late payment
charges) owed under this Agreement;
(c) (c) Each Party's indemnification obligations shall survive termination
or expiration of this Agreement.
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(d) Each Party agrees that the Agreement continues in effect until 30 days
notification is given by one of the parties to the other to terminate the
Agreement. If upon expiration or termination either Party requests the
negotiation of a successor agreement, during the period of negotiation
of the successor agreement each Party shall continue to perform its
obligations and provide the services described herein until such time as
the successor agreement becomes effective. If the Parties are unable to
negotiate a successor agreement within the statutory time frame set for
negotiations under the Act, then either Party has the right to submit
this matter to the Commission for resolution pursuant to the statutory
rules for arbitration under the Act. The rates, term, and conditions
applying during the interim period between the termination of this
contract and the effective date of the successor contract shall be truedup to be consistent with the rates, terms and conditions of the
successor agreement
7.5
Taxes. Each Party purchasing services hereunder shall pay or otherwise
be responsible for all federal, state, or local sales, use, excise, gross receipts,
transaction or similar taxes, fees or surcharges levied against or upon such
purchasing Party (or the providing Party when such providing Party is permitted
to pass along to the purchasing Party such taxes, fees or surcharges), except for
any tax on either Party's corporate existence, status or income. Whenever
possible, these amounts shall be billed as a separate item on the invoice. To the
extent a sale is claimed to be for resale tax exemption, the purchasing Party shall
furnish the providing Party a proper resale tax exemption certificate as authorized
or required by statute or regulation by the jurisdiction providing said resale tax
exemption. Failure to timely provide such sale for resale tax exemption
certificate will result in no exemption being available to the purchasing Party.
9.8.

Binding Effect. This Agreement shall be binding on and inure to the benefit of the respective successors
and permitted assigns of the Parties.

10.9.

Compliance with Laws and Regulations. Each Party shall comply with all federal, state, and local statutes,
regulations, rules, ordinances, judicial decisions, and administrative rulings applicable to its performance
under this Agreement.

11.10.

Confidential Information.

10.1 Identification. Either Party may disclose to the other proprietary or
confidential customer, technical, or business information in written, graphic, oral
or other tangible or intangible forms (“Confidential Information”). In order for
information to be considered Confidential Information under this Agreement it
must be marked “Confidential” or “proprietary,” or bear a marking of similar
import. Orally disclosed information shall be deemed Confidential Information
only if contemporaneously identified as such and reduced to writing and delivered
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to the other Party with a statement or marking of confidentiality within twenty
(20) calendar days after oral disclosure.
10.2 Handling. In order to protect such Confidential Information from
improper disclosure, each Party agrees:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

That all Confidential Information shall be and shall remain the exclusive
property of the source;
To limit access to such Confidential Information to authorized employees who
have a need to know the Confidential Information for performance of this
Agreement;
To keep such Confidential Information confidential and to use the same level of
care to prevent disclosure or unauthorized use of the received Confidential
Information as it exercises in protecting its own Confidential Information of a
similar nature;
Not to copy, publish, or disclose such Confidential Information to others or
authorize anyone else to copy, publish, or disclose such Confidential
Information to others without the prior written approval of the source;
To return promptly any copies of such Confidential Information to the source at
its request; and
To use such Confidential Information only for purposes of fulfilling work or
services performed hereunder and for other purposes only upon such terms as
may be agreed upon between the Parties in writing.

10.3 Exceptions. These obligations shall not apply to any Confidential
Information that was legally in the recipient’s possession prior to receipt from the
source, was received in good faith from a third party not subject to a confidential
obligation to the source, was developed by the recipient without the developing
persons having access to any of the Confidential Information received in
confidence from the source, or that is required to be disclosed pursuant to the
subpoena or other process issued by a court or administrative agency having
appropriate jurisdiction, provided, however, that the recipient shall give prior
notice to the source and shall reasonably cooperate if the source deems it
necessary to seek protective arrangements.
10.4 Return. In the event of the expiration or termination of this Agreement for
any reason whatsoever, each Party shall return to the other Party or destroy all
Proprietary Information and other documents, work papers and other material
(including all copies thereof) obtained from the other Party in connection with this
Agreement and shall use all reasonable efforts, including instructing its
employees and others who have had access to such information, to keep
confidential and not to use any such information, unless such information is now,
or is hereafter disclosed, through no act, omission or fault of such Party, in any
manner making it available to the general public.
10.5 Survival. The obligation of confidentiality and use with respect to
Confidential Information disclosed by one Party to the other shall survive any
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termination of this Agreement for a period of three (3) years from the date of the
initial disclosure of the Confidential Information.
12.11.

Consent. Where consent, approval, or mutual agreement is required of a Party, it shall not be unreasonably
withheld or delayed.

13.12.

Costs of Enforcement. In the event legal action is filed to enforce the obligations of either Party under this
Agreement, the prevailing party, as determined by the court, shall be entitled to its costs and expenses
(including reasonable attorneys’ fees) incurred in connection with the enforcement of such obligations in
addition to such other relief to which it may be entitled.

15.13.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement and any Schedules, Appendices, tariffs and other documents or
instruments referred to herein constitutes the entire agreement of the Parties pertaining to the subject matter
of this Agreement and supersedes all prior agreements, negotiations, proposals, and representations,
whether written or oral, and all contemporaneous oral agreements, negotiations, proposals, and
representations concerning such subject matter.. Neither Party shall be bound by any preprinted terms
additional to or different from those in this Agreement that may appear subsequently in the other Party's
form documents, purchase orders, quotations, acknowledgments, invoices or other communications. No
representations, understandings, agreements, or warranties, expressed or implied, have been made or relied
upon in the making of this Agreement other than those specifically set forth herein.

16.14.

Expenses. Except as specifically set out in this Agreement, each Party shall be solely responsible for its
own expenses involved in all activities related to the subject of this Agreement.

17.15.

Failure to Agree. If good faith negotiations conducted pursuant to Section 24 or 34 fail, either party may
terminate the agreement on 30 days’ notice without any liability.

18.16.

Force Majeure. Neither Party shall be liable for any delay or failure in performance of any part of this
Agreement from any cause beyond its control and without its fault or negligence including, without
limitation, acts of nature, acts of civil or military authority, government regulations, embargoes, epidemics,
terrorist acts, riots, insurrections, fires, explosions, earthquakes, nuclear accidents, floods, work stoppages,
equipment failure, power blackouts, volcanic action, other major environmental disturbances, unusually
severe weather conditions, labor difficulties, including without limitation, strikes, slowdowns, picketing, or
boycotts, unavailability of equipment from vendor or acts or omissions of transportation carriers, or acts of
the other Party that materially impair performance, or any other circumstances beyond the reasonable
control and without the fault or negligence of the Party affected (collectively, a "Force Majeure Event"). If
any Force Majeure Event occurs, the Party delayed or unable to perform shall give immediate notice to the
other Party and shall take all reasonable steps to correct the Force Majeure Event. During the pendency of
the Force Majeure Event, the duties of the Parties under this Agreement affected by the Force Majeure
Event shall be abated and shall resume without liability thereafter whenever such causes are removed or
cease.

19.17.

Governing Law. For all claims under this Agreement that are based upon issues within the primary
jurisdiction of the FCC, the exclusive jurisdiction and remedy for all such claims shall be as provided for
by the FCC and the Act. For all claims under this Agreement that are based upon issues within the
jurisdiction (primary or otherwise) of the Utah PSC, the exclusive jurisdiction for all such claims shall be
with the Utah PSC, and the exclusive remedy for such claims shall be as provided for by the Utah PSC. In
all other respects, this Agreement shall be governed by the domestic laws of the State of Utah without
reference to conflict of law provisions.

20.18.

Headings. The headings in this Agreement are inserted for convenience and identification only and shall
not be considered in the interpretation of this Agreement.
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21.19.

Independent Contractor Relationship. Neither this Agreement, nor any actions taken by the Parties in
compliance with this Agreement, shall be deemed to create an agency or joint venture relationship between
the Parties, or any relationship other than that of purchaser and seller of services. The persons provided by
each Party to perform the obligations under this Agreement shall be solely that Party’s employees and shall
be under the sole and exclusive direction and control of that Party. They shall not be considered employees
of the other Party for any purpose. Each Party shall remain an independent contractor with respect to the
other and shall be responsible for compliance with all laws, rules and regulations involving, but not limited,
employment of labor, hours of labor, health and safety, working conditions and payment of wages. Each
party shall also be responsible for payment of taxes, including federal, state and municipal taxes,
chargeable or assessed with respect to its employees, such as Social Security, unemployment, workers’
compensation disability insurance, and federal and state withholding. Each Party shall indemnify the other
for any loss, damage, liability, claim, demand, or penalty that may be sustained by reason of its failure to
comply with this provision.

22.20.

Joint Work Product. This Agreement is the joint work product of the Parties and has been negotiated by
the Parties and their respective counsel and shall be fairly interpreted in accordance with its terms. In the
event of any ambiguities, no inferences shall be drawn against either Party.

23.21.

Liability and Indemnity.

21.1 Indemnification. Each Party (the "Indemnifying Party") shall indemnify
and hold harmless the other Party ("Indemnified Party") from and against loss,
cost, claim liability, damage, and expense (including reasonable attorney's fees) to
customers and other third parties for:
(1) damage to tangible personal property or for personal injury
proximately caused by the negligence or willful misconduct of the Indemnifying
Party, its employees, agents or contractors;
(2) claims for libel, slander, infringement of copyright arising from the
material transmitted over the Indemnified Party's facilities arising from the
Indemnifying Party's own communications or the communications of such
Indemnifying Party's customers; and
(3) claims for infringement of patents arising from combining the
Indemnified Party's facilities or services with, or the using of the Indemnified
Party's services or facilities in connection with, facilities of the Indemnifying
Party.
21.2 Notice of Claims. The Indemnified Party will notify the Indemnifying
Party promptly in writing of any claims, lawsuits, or demands by customers or
other third parties for which the Indemnified Party alleges that the Indemnifying
Party is responsible under this Section, and, if requested by the Indemnifying
Party, will tender the defense of such claim, lawsuit or demand.
(1)
In the event the Indemnifying Party does not promptly assume or
diligently pursue the defense of the tendered action, then the Indemnified Party
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may proceed to defend or settle said action and the Indemnifying Party shall hold
harmless the Indemnified Party from any loss, cost liability, damage and expense.
(2)
In the event the Indemnified Party elects to decline such
indemnification, then the Party making such an election may, at its own expense,
assume defense and settlement of the claim, lawsuit or demand.
(3)
The Parties will cooperate in every reasonable manner with the
defense or settlement of any claim, demand, or lawsuit.
21.3 End User and Content-Related Claims. Western WirelessEach Party also
agrees to release, indemnify, defend, and hold harmless Emerythe other Party, its
affiliates, and any third-party provider or operator of facilities involved in the
provision of services or facilities under this from all losses, claims, demands,
damages, expenses, suits, or other actions, or any liability whatsoever, including,
but not limited to, costs and attorney’s fees, suffered, made, instituted, or asserted
by Western Wireless’ the injured Party’s end users against Emery the other Party
arising from the provision of services or facilities under this Agreement. Western
WirelessThe Parties further agrees to release, indemnify, defend, and hold
harmless Emery the other from all losses, claims, demands, damages, expenses,
suits, or other actions, or any liability, whatsoever, including, but not limited to,
costs and attorney’s fees,, suffered, made, instituted, or asserted by any third party
against Emery either Party arising from or in any way related to actual or alleged
defamation, libel, slander, interference with or misappropriation of proprietary or
creative right, or any other injury to any person or property arising out of content
transmitted by Western Wirelesseither Party or its end users, or any other act of
omission of Western Wireless by either Party or its end users.
21.4 DISCLAIMER. EXCEPT AS SPECIFICALLY PROVIDED TO THE
CONTRARY IN THIS AGREEMENT, EMERY THE PARTIES MAKES NO
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES TO WESTERN WIRELESSTHE
OTHER CONCERNING THE SPECIFIC QUALITY OF ANY SERVICES OR
FACILITIES PROVIDED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT. EMERY THE
PARTIES DISCLAIMS, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY OR
GUARANTEE OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARISING FROM COURSE OF PERFORMANCE,
COURSE OF DEALING, OR FROM USAGES OF TRADE.
21.5 Limitation of Liability. Emery’s Each Party’s liability to Western
Wireless the other, whether in tort or otherwise, shall be limited to direct
damages, which shall not exceed the pro rata portion of the monthly charges for
the services or facilities for the time period during which the services or facilities
provided pursuant to this Agreement are inoperative, not to exceed in total
monthly charge levied. Under no circumstance shall either Party be responsible
or liable to the other Party for indirect, incidental, or consequential damages,
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including, but not limited to, economic loss or lost business or profits, damages
arising from the use or performance of equipment or software, or the loss of use
of software or equipment, or accessories attached thereto, delay, error, or loss of
data, even if the other Party has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
In connection with this limitation of liability, the Parties recognize that Emery
either may, from time to time, provide advice, make recommendations, or supply
other analysis related to the services or facilities described in this Agreement, and,
while Emery either shall use diligent efforts in this regard, Western Wirelessthe
Parties acknowledges and agrees that this limitation of liability shall apply to
provision of such advice, recommendations, and analysis.
21.6 Intellectual Property. Neither Party shall have any obligation to defend,
indemnify or hold harmless, or acquire any license or right for the benefit of, or
owe any other obligation or have any liability to, the other based on or arising
from any claim, demand or proceeding by any third party alleging or asserting
that the use of any circuit, apparatus, or system, or the use of any software, or the
performance of any service or method, or the provision or use of any facilities by
either Party under this Agreement constitutes direct or contributory infringement,
or misuse or misappropriation of any patent, copyright, trademark, trade secret, or
any other proprietary or intellectual property right of any third party.
24.22.

Material Changes in Law or Regulation. The terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be subject to
any and all applicable laws, rules, regulations or guidelines that subsequently may be adopted by any
federal, state or local governmental authority. Any modifications to this agreement occasioned by such
changes shall be effected through good faith negotiations concerning modifications to this Agreement.

25.23.

Multiple Counterparts. This Agreement bmay be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which shall be
deemed an original, but all of which shall together constitute but one and the same document.

26.24.

No License. No license under patents, copyrights, or any other intellectual property right (other than the
limited license to use consistent with the terms, conditions and restrictions of this Agreement) is granted by
either Party, or shall be implied or arise by estoppel with respect to any transactions contemplated under
this Agreement.

27.25.

No Offer. Submission of this Agreement for examination or signature does not constitute an offer by Telco
for the provision or procurement of the products or services described herein.

28.26.

Notices. Any notice to a Party required or permitted under this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be
deemed to have been received on the date of service if served personally, on the date receipt is
acknowledged in writing by the recipient if delivered by regular U.S. mail, or on the date stated on the
receipt if delivered by certified or registered mail or by a courier service that obtains a written receipt.
Notice may also be provided by facsimile, which shall be effective on the next Business Day following the
date of transmission. Any notice shall be delivered using one of the alternatives mentioned in this section
and shall be directed to the applicable address indicated below or such address as the Party to be notified
has designated by giving notice in compliance with this section:

If to Telco:
Gregory Killpack
General Manager
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Telco Telephone
P.O. Box 629
455 East Highway 29
Orangeville, Utah 84537-0629
If to Western Wireless:
Western Wireless Corp.
Regulatory Department
3650 13 1st Avenue SE, Suite 400
Bellevue, WA 98006
(425) 586-8700
A Party may change the name and/or address to which notice to that Party shall be sent,
by means of a written notice provided to the other Party in accordance with the terms of
this Section.
29.27.

Protection.

27.1 Impairment of Service. The characteristics and methods of operation of
any circuits, facilities or equipment by Western Wirelesseither Party connected
with the services, facilities or equipment pursuant to this Agreement shall not
interfere with or impair service over any facilities of Emerythe other Party, its
affiliated companies, or its connecting and concurring carriers involved in its
services, cause damage to their plant, violate any applicable law or regulation
regarding the invasion of privacy of any communications carried over Emery’s
that Party’s facilities or create hazards to its employees or to the public (each
hereinafter referred to as an “Impairment of Service”).
27.2 Resolution. If Western Wirelesseither Party causes an Impairment of
Service, Emery the injured Party shall promptly notify Western Wirelessthe other
Party of the nature and location of the problem. Emery The injured Party may at
its option temporarily discontinue the use of the affected circuit, facility or
equipment until the problem is rectified. The Parties agree to work together to
attempt to promptly resolve the Impairment of Service and restore service if
temporarily discontinued.
30.28.

Publicity. Any news release, public announcement, advertising, or any form of publicity referring to
Emery’s a Party’s services hereunder shall be subject to prior written approval of Emerythat Party.

31.29.

Regulatory Approval. The Parties understand and agree that this Agreement will be filed with the Utah
PSC, and to the extent required by FCC rules may thereafter be filed with the FCC. Each Party covenants
and agrees to fully support approval of this Agreement by the Utah PSC or the FCC under Section 252(e)
of the Act without modification. The Parties, however, reserve the right to seek regulatory relief and
otherwise seek redress from each other regarding performance and implementation of this Agreement. In
the event the Utah PSC or the FCC rejects this Agreement in whole or in part, the Parties agree to meet and
negotiate in good faith to arrive at a mutually acceptable modification of the rejected portion(s). Further,
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this Agreement is subject to change, modification, or cancellation as may be required by a regulatory
authority or court in the exercise of its lawful jurisdiction.
32.30.

Rule of Construction. No rule of construction requiring interpretation against the drafting party hereof
shall apply in the interpretation of this Agreement.

33.31.

Section References. Except as otherwise specified, references within an Article of this agreement to a
Section refer to Sections within that same Article.

34.32.

Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is held by a court or regulatory agency of competent
jurisdiction to be unenforceable, the rest of the Agreement shall remain in full force and effect and shall not
be affected unless removal of that provision results, in the opinion of either Party, in a material change to
this Agreement. If a material change as described in this Section occurs as a result of action by a court or
regulatory agency, the Parties shall negotiate in good faith for replacement language. Nothing in this
Agreement shall be construed as requiring or permitting either Party to contravene any mandatory
requirement of federal or state law, or any regulations or orders adopted pursuant to such law.

35.33.

Subcontractors. Emery Either Party may enter into subcontracts with third parties or affiliates for the
performance of any of Emery’s its duties or obligations under this Agreement.

36.34.

Term and Termination.

34.1 Term. Subject to the termination provisions contained in this Section, the
term of this Agreement shall be one (1) year from the effective date of this
Agreement. After completion of the initial one (1) year term, this
Agreement will continue on a month-to-month basis for subsequent one year
terms unless unless 30 days written notice is given by one Party to the other
Party.
34.2 Renegotiation.

Issue

Western Wireless’ Position
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ILECs’ Position

Renegotiation Language

The following language should be
added:
“If prior to expiration or termination
of this Agreement either Party
requests the negotiation of a
successor agreement, then upon
approval of the successor agreement,
this Agreement shall terminate. If
the Parties are unable to negotiate a
successor agreement prior to the
expiration of this Agreement, this
Agreement shall remain in effect
until the parties negotiate a new
agreement within the statutory time
frame set for negotiations under the
Act, or establish a new agreement
through
state
commission
arbitration.

Unknown

34.3 Post-Termination Agreements. Except in the case of termination as a
result of either Party’s default or a termination pursuant to Section 17, for service
arrangements made available under this Agreement and existing at the time of
termination, those arrangements may continue without interruption under (a) a
new arrangement voluntarily executed by the Parties. ; (b) standard terms and
conditions approved and made generally effective by the Utah PSC, if any; or (c)
tariff terms and conditions made generally available to all competitive local
exchange carriers.
34.4 Termination Upon Default. Either Party may terminate this Agreement in
whole or in part in the event of a default by the other Party; provided however,
that the non-defaulting Party notifies the defaulting Party in writing of the alleged
default and that if the defaulting Party does not cure the alleged default within
thirty (30) calendar days of receipt of written notice thereof. Default is defined to
include, but not be limited to:
34.5. Liability Upon Termination. Termination of this Agreement, or any part
hereof, for any cause shall not release either Party from any liability which at the
time of termination had already accrued to the other Party or which thereafter
accrues in any respect to any act or omission occurring prior to the termination or
from an obligation which is expressly stated in this Agreement to survive
termination.
1.
2.

3.

A Party’s insolvency or the initiation of bankruptcy or receivership proceedings
by or against the Party;
A Party’s refusal or failure in any material respect properly to perform its
obligations under this Agreement, or the violation of any of the material terms or
conditions of this Agreement; or
Sale of a controlling interest in a Party’s stock or substantially all of its assets.
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37.35.

Third Party Beneficiaries, Disclaimer of Agency. This Agreement is for the sole benefit of the Parties and
their permitted assigns, and nothing herein expressed or implied shall create or be construed to create any
third-party beneficiary rights hereunder. Except for provision herein expressly authorizing a Party to act for
another, nothing in this Agreement shall constitute a party as a legal representative or agent of the other
Party; nor shall a Party have the right or authority to assume, create or incur any liability or any obligation
of any kind, express or implied, against, in the name of, or on behalf of the other Party, unless otherwise
expressly permitted by such other Party. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, no
party undertakes to perform any obligation of the other Party, whether regulatory or contractual, or to
assume any responsibility for the management of the other Party's business.

38.36.

Trademarks and Trade Names. Except as specifically set out in this Agreement, nothing in this Agreement
shall grant, suggest, or imply any authority for one Party to use the name, trademarks, service marks, or
trade names of the other for any purpose whatsoever.

39.37.

Wavier. The failure of either Party to insist upon the performance of any provision of this Agreement, or to
exercise any right or privilege granted to it under this Agreement, shall not be construed as a waiver of such
provision or any provisions of this Agreement, and the same shall continue in full force and effect.

ARTICLE IV
INTERCONNECTION AND TRANSPORT AND TERMINATION OF TRAFFIC
40.38.

Types of Services Covered by This Article. This Article governs the provision of facilities and services for
interconnection and interchange of local traffic between Telco and Western Wireless, for the transport and
termination of local two-way CMRS traffic originated by one Parties’ end users and terminated on the other
Party’s network.

41.39.

Billing and Rates.

39.1 Rates and Charges. Western Wireless agrees to pay to Telco and Telco
agrees to pay to Western Wireless the rates and charges for the Services set forth
in the applicable appendices to this Agreement. Telco’s and Western Wireless’
rates and charges are set forth in Appendix A attached to this Agreement and
made a part hereof. The rates for the termination of traffic are reciprocal and
apply equally to both Parties. The interconnection facility charges are consistent
with the applicable pricing standard and are reflected in Appendix A.

Issue

Western Wireless’ Position

Telcos’ Position

Whether the ILECs’ trunks are
priced consistent with the pricing
standard of the Act and FCC Rules.

It has not been established that the
ILECs’ rates for interconnection
trunks are priced consistent with the
pricing standard of the Act and FCC
rules.

Unknown

[Issue: Rates to be Charged - See Appendix for ILEC proposed rates]
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39.2 Billing. As provided for in Section 8 and Appendix A, if bill and keep
compensation is not implemented, a traffic factor may be used in lieu of Western
Wireless directly billing Telco. The amount that Emery owes Western Wireless
will be subtracted from the amount that Western Wireless owes Emery. Telco
shall render a bill to Western Wireless that reflects the net amount that Western
Wireless owes Telco pursuant to this Agreement. Charges for physical facilities
and other nonusage sensitive charges shall be billed in advance, except for
charges and credits associated with the initial or final bills. Usage sensitive
charges, such as charges for termination of Local Traffic, shall be billing in
arrears. Other information related to billing is contained in Appendix A.
42.40.

Transport and Termination of Traffic.

40.1
Types of Traffic Covered. The Parties shall reciprocally
terminate Local Traffic originating on each other’s networks as provided in
this Article IV. Only traffic identified in Section 38 that is originated by the
Parties’ end user customers or end users of customers of a reseller of a Party’s
service is to be exchanged.
40.2
40.2 Traffic Not Covered. Services that are not included in
Section 40 are not covered by the mutual compensation provisions of this
Agreement. Landline Local Services provided by Western Wireless are not
covered by the mutual compensation provisions of this Agreement.
42.2.1.
In addition to the exclusions in Section 42.2, tThe Parties agree not to
route traffic over the trunks purchased pursuant to this Section that is not covered by this
Agreement or to cause fraudulent traffic (i.e., traffic that does not originate with the other Party’s
end users and that is intended to artificially inflate the number of minutes of traffic terminated on
the terminating Party’s network) to be sent over those trunks.

40.3 Compensation for Exchange of Traffic. The Parties shall compensate each
other for the exchange of Local Traffic defined in Section 38 in accordance with
Appendix A attached to this Agreement and made a part hereof. Each Party
agrees that the per minute price will be applied to minutes, measured as access
minutes of use, and paid by each Party on traffic subject to this Agreement,
originating with one Party’s end users and terminating on the other Party’s
network.
40.4 Calculation of Charges. Both the interconnection facilities flat DS-0
charge and the per minute transport and termination charges will be billed in
accordane with Section 8. less a discount equal to the percentage of Emery-toWestern Wireless traffic subject to the mutual compensation provisions of this
Agreement; and (2) subject to Section 41.2, a Party shall pay the other party an
amount equal to (a) the per minute charge multiplied by the (b) the total number
of minutes of traffic subject to mutual compensation that traverses the trunks
provided in Sections 43.1.1, 43.1.2, and 43.1.3 in the period covered by the bill,
multiplied by (c) the percentage of minutes terminating on the other Party’s
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network, as indicated by the split of traffic percentage.
42.4.1. The
split of traffic percentage shall be 80/2060/40, where 860 percent of the traffic
minutes are Western Wireless-to-Emery traffic and 240 percent of the traffic
minutes are Emery-to-Western Wireless traffic. [Issue: What is the percentage
to be agreed to]
40.5 Non-Local Traffic. Upon written request by Emery, Western Wireless
agrees to conduct a new traffic study annually, in the event this Agreement is
renewed, and make the results available to Emery to snrue ensure the Parties are
using an accurate InterMTA factor.
Issue

Western Wireless’ Position

Telcos’ Position

Non-Local or InterMTA Factor

The Parties agree that any NonLocal traffic (or on a InterMTA
traffic) would be deminimis and
therefore have established a NonLocal traffic factor of __0_ percent,
which shall determine the amount of
Non-Local traffic originating on
each Party’s network that would be
subject to the other Party’s rates for
termination of Non-Local traffic.
represents the percent of total
minutes to be billed access charges.
[Issue: Agree on the percentage
allocation to non-local calls]

Unknown

42.6 Service Establishment Charge. A nonrecurring charge applies each time new service is
established, pursuant to terms described in Appendix A, in connection with establishing and
setting up the new service arrangement.
43.41.

Direct Network Interconnection.

41.1

Trunking Requirements.
41.1.1.
Telco shall make available to Western Wireless DS-0 or
DS-1 trunks over which Western Wireless shall terminate local traffic
originated from end users of Western Wireless to Telco end users.

Issue

Western Wireless’ Position

Telcos’ Position

Cost of trunks used for mobile-toland traffic

Add language:
“Western Wireless shall bear the
costs of trunks used for mobile-toland traffic.”

Unknown

41.1.2.
Telco shall make available to Western Wireless DS-0 or
DS-1 trunks over which Telco shall terminate Emery end user local
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traffic originated from end users of Telco to end users of Western
Wireless end users.

Issue

Western Wireless’ Position

Telcos’ Position

Cost of trunks used for land-tomobile traffic.

Add language:
“Telco shall bear the costs of trunks
used for land-to-mobile traffic.”

Unknown

41.1.3.
The trunks in this Section may, but mutual agreement, be
two-way trunks to the extent consistent with standard industry
engineering practices for interswitch connections.
41.1.4.

The point of interconnection shall be mutually agreed upon.

41.1.6.
The initial order of trunks will not exceed what standard
engineering practices would require in light of reasonable traffic
projections. This order will be placed reasonably in advance of
Western Wireless’ projected in-service date for those trunks to ensure
availability of facilities. Additional trunks will be added when current
traffic patterns indicate that more trunks are needed. This will occur
sufficiently in advance, in accordance with standard industry practices.
41.1.7.
Reciprocal traffic exchange arrangement trunk connections
shall be made with one or more DS-0 trunks or DS-1 trunks or trunk
groups, and shall be jointly engineered to an objective P<.01 grade of
service.
41.1.8.
Western Wireless and Telco agree to use diligent efforts to
ensure that the reciprocal traffic exchange arrangement trunk groups
are maintained at a consistent P<.01 or better grade of service. Such
efforts shall also include agreeing upon default standards for the
configuration of all trunk groups.
41.1.9.
Signaling System 7 (SS7) Common Channel Signaling
(“CCS”) is available in Telco’s network. SS7 CCS will be deployed in
Telco’s network at Telco’s sole option.
41.1.10. In the case where CCS is not available, ANI, in band MultiFrequency (“MF”), wink start, and E&M channel signaling will be
provided by the Parties.
44.42.

Multi-Carrier Interconnection. Both Parties shall deliver traffic destined to terminate on the other Party’s
network whether or not a third carrier is involved in handling that traffic. Telco will not pay any
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43.1.5.

compensation for terminating a call to Western Wireless’ network that originated from a third carrier (i.e., a
carrier that is not Telco). For any local traffic originating on Western Wireless’ network, traversing
Telco’s network and terminating to a third carrier’s network, Telco shall charge Western Wireless the
applicable transiting rate in Appendix A. access charges to the appropriate party. No charge will be levied
by Telco to Western Wireless for traffic that originates on a third carrier’s network, traverses Telco’s
network and terminates on Western Wireless’ network. In addition, Telco shall deliver traffic from
Western Wireless’ network to an IXC carrier connected to Telco’s tandem switch at no charge to Western
Wireless., although Emery may assess its access charges to the IXC in connection with such traffic.
Western Wireless shall not deliver to Telco traffic that originated with an IXC over trunks to which the
reciprocal compensation provisions of this Agreement apply.
45.43.

Traffic Routing

43.1 Western Wireless may deliver traffic to Telco either through a direct
connection between their two networks, or through a third party carrier
43.2 Mobile to Land Traffic. Western Wireless shall be responsible for the
delivery of traffic from its network to Telco’s network for the transport and
termination of such traffic by Emery to an end user or for delivery by Emery to a
third party provider. Upon a request by Western Wireless, Telco shall provision
mobile to land, and land to mobile connecting facilities for Western Wireless
under the prices set forth in Appendix A. Charges will be based on their
proportional (percentage) use of such facilities as provided for in Section 40.4.
43.3 Land to Mobile Traffic. Telco shall be responsible for the delivery of
traffic from its network to Western Wireless’ network at the appropriate point of
interconnection on its network for the transport and termination of such traffic by
Western Wireless to the handset of a Western Wireless end user. Upon a request
by Western Wireless, Telco shall provision mobile to land, and land to mobile
connecting facilities for Western Wireless under the prices set forth in Appendix
A. Charges will be based on their proportional (percentage) use of such facilities,
as provided for in Section 40.4.

46.44.

Number Resources.

44.1 Number Assignment. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to, in
any manner, limit or otherwise adversely impact Western Wireless’ right to
employ or to request and be assigned any NANP number resources including, but
not limited to, Central Office (NXX) Codes pursuant to the Central Office Code
Assignment Guidelines. The Parties’ NXX’s are listed in Appendix C attached
hereto.
44.2 Code Administration. The Parties will comply with code administration
requirements as prescribed by the FCC, the Utah PSC, and accepted industry
guidelines. Each party is responsible for administering NXX codes assigned to
it
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44.3 Programming Switches. It shall be the responsibility of each Party to
program and update its own switches and network systems pursuant to the LERG
guidelines. The Parties recognize that the rating and routing points for NXXs
may vary. Telco shall route all Local traffic to Western Wireless over direct
interconnection facilities, if available, or over indirect interconnection facilities
linking Telco with Western Wireless (e.g., Qwest facilities).
44.4 Tandem Routed Local Calling.
Issue

Western Wireless’ Position
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Telcos’ Position

Implementation of Tandem Routed
Local Calling

Add language:

Unknown

“Western Wireless may
designate a different rating
point and routing point for
each NPA/NXX code
assigned for its use. Western
Wireless shall designate one
location for each rate center
area as the routing point for
the NPA/NXXs assigned for
its use associated with that
area, and such routing point
shall be within the same
LATA as the rate center area
but not necessarily within the
rate center area itself. Rate
center areas may be different
for each Party, as appropriate.
The routing point associated
with each NPA/NXX assigned
for Western Wireless’ use
need not be the same as the
corresponding rate center
point, nor must it be located
within the corresponding rate
center area, nor must there be
a unique and separate routing
point corresponding to each
unique and separate rate
center. Notwithstanding the
above, the routing point may
be in a different LATA than
the rating point in
circumstances where a routing
point is located in the same
Tandem Switch serving
territory as the rating point.

and route traffic to the other Party’s assigned NXX codes at all times. Neither Party shall impose
any fees or charges whatsoever on the other Party for such activities. Each Party shall use the
LERG published by Bellcore or its successor for obtaining routing information and shall provide
all required information to Bellcore for maintaining the LERG in a timely manner.
47.45.

Emergency Services. The Parties shall use their best efforts to ensure that calling to emergency numbers
such as ambulance, fire and police, are handled on a prompt basis in accordance with the needs of local
emergency authorities.
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48.46.

General Network Responsibilities. Each Party is individually responsible to provide facilities within its
network which are necessary for routing, transporting and billing of traffic from the other Party's network
and for delivering such traffic to the other Party's network in a mutually acceptable format, and to terminate
the traffic it receives in that mutually acceptable format to the proper address on its network. Neither Party
shall use any service related to or use any of the Services provided in this Agreement in any manner that
prevents other persons from using their service or destroys the normal quality of service to other carriers or
to either Party's customers, and subject to notice and a reasonable opportunity of the offending Party to cure
any violation, either Party may discontinue or refuse service if the other Party violates this provision.

Agreed To:
____________________________
By: Gene DeJordy
Vice President of Regulatory Affairs
Western Wireless Corporation

___________________________
By: Gregory Killpack
General Manager
Telco Telephone
APPENDIX A

RATES AND CHARGES FOR
TRANSPORT AND TERMINATION OF TRAFFIC

Issue

Western Wireless’ Position

Telcos’ Position

Reciprocal Compensation

Add language:
Western Wireless and Telco agree
that the amount of originating traffic
for exchange with the other Party is
relatively equal, and therefore bill
and keep compensation shall apply
initially to the exchange of traffic
between the Parties. However, each
Party may, at its own expense,
conduct a traffic study of the volume
of traffic being exchanged between
the Parties, and if the traffic balance
is not within plus or minus 10
percent of being in balance, then the
following local transport and
termination rates and reciprocal
compensation credits shall apply.

Unknown

LOCAL TRANSPORT AND TERMINATION RATES
A.Terminating Access Rate

Rate applied per terminated access Minute:
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Issue

Western Wireless’ Position

Applicable rate for transport and
termination.

To be determined based upon
Telco’s
additional
cost
terminating traffic pursuant to
U.S.C. Section 252(d)(A) and
FCC implementing rules.

Telcos’ Position
the
of
47
the

Unknown

510
B.Local Trunk Charge Rate

Rate applied per DS-0 per month:
Rate applied per DS-1 per month

C.Local Trunk Installation Charge

Rate applied per DS-0
Rate applied per DS-1
D.Toll Trunk Charge

Rate applied per DS-0 per month:
Rate applied per DS-1 per month
E.Toll Trunk Installation Charge

Rate applied per DS-0:
Rate applied per DS-1
Issue

Western Wireless’ Position

Telcos’ Position

Cost of interconnection facilities.

To be determined based upon the
applicable pricing standards in the
Act and the FCC implementing
rules.

Unknown

F.Access Order Charge

$136.00

G.Service Establishment Charge

Rate applied per central office, per NXX code:

NON-LOCAL CALLS
40

$5,000.00
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A.

Terminating Non-Local Traffic Rate

Each party shall apply Telco’s Rate applied per applicable
terminated access charges to the termination of Non-Local traffic minute
$0.070

APPENDIX B
TRAFFIC ROUTING ARRANGEMENTS

APPENDIX C
NPA/NXX CODES

